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Anne-Marie Walsh

Too Real for Suburbia

Captured by the crowd, I'm no tourist

nor native of the button-down corporate hustlers,

yet I have no place among

the sub-culture of people too bright,

too real for suburbia.

Show me the red life of this city

away from fixed rate feeder-fish brokers,

all stock ticker addicts,

the morphine drip metro

shunting carbon copy commuters towards

mazes of marble curbs and steam vents.

Show me the Eastern Market

with the Russian wood block printer

and the lady who paints trees on a chip of silver

the size of a child's eye. Out-of-season mangoes,

Chinese rice baskets in red lacquer,

all part of the traffic jam of human

textures, alive. Every day

the gold-toothed man sells thin

brown shoes, dusty soles tied together

in prayer. Persian carpets neighbor saffron cloth

while tribal carved statues wait,

arms linked in a vibrant dance.



Brienna McLaughlin

Fantasy: Wakeful Dreaming
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Leia Manuel

Hades Sets It Straight

They think you shrieked as meadow opened wide

and potentillas plunged in the divide

from which dark stallions launched me up on air

to drag you down, who picked the avens there.

They think you squirmed with loathing on your throne,

beseeched me wetly to be left alone

and promptly beat yourself about the head

when faced with being carried to my bed.

Some louts declare you sobbed your mother's name

and downed my pomegranate seeds with shame

that redly oozed itself across your cheeks,

engraved a record of the passing weeks

with slashes in your forearm. They are wrong.

Truth is, you soothed my black rages with song,

unfettered silken hair across my chest

until my every secret lay undressed

before your sizzling eyes. Your wit was spry,

you played with fire skillfully as I;

and when love gave me mind to let you roam,

you whined, "But.. .I'm not ready to go home."



Wendy Nash

See Through
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Wendy Nash

Despair
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Brienna McLaughlin

Who Is John Gregory Brown?

I distinctly remember Lindsay, or "Lind Z" as she liked to spell it, the

English Department's pet freak. She was a gaunt, anemic runt of a girl who
buzzed the back of her head, leaving diagonal stubble growing back, which

she constantly dyed phthalo blue. But best of all, I remember her bar-pierced

nipple which was usually visibly erect under her sheer wife-beaters. I think

she actually tried to draw attention to it when she spoke, taking deep breaths

and pushing out her chest as the professors tried to divert their eyes. One of

my friends thought it was a third nipple.

What made Lind Z a writer was that she was memorable; she

contained all our wretchedness and exposed it. Her voluminous eyes soaked

up the world's woes like a sponge, and she expelled this black bile back onto

paper. But misery still left an evident residue on her countenance and her

gnarled, 90-pound frame; writing seemed only to prolong her agony, as she

obsessively wallowed in her own misfortunate excrement. Her stories, much
like her body, were shocking, colorful, and shamefully provocative. I desired

her affliction. I thought this was the only way to write.

Lind Z dropped out of college two months before graduation. The

isolation and introversion that made her write also drove away any friends

she might have gained otherwise. None of us knew what happened to her,

nor did we really care to find out. I overheard rumors concerning her affair

with a married man in Charlottesville, a man three times her age. I heard

she was pregnant, that she was a crack-head and lived off peanut butter

and marshmallows, and that she was put in jail for indecent exposure. All

of it sounded like Lind Z; in many ways the stories were more real, more

believable, than she was.

I read her obituary a week before graduation. But despite her

unfortunate demise, she was a writer, and she died at her peak as all great

authors seem to. There was a memorial service at Sweet Briar College,

but only a few professors attended. A few months later Lind Z's alcoholic

mother published her diary posthumously and Lind Z Marie Gall became an

overnight success, an internationally acclaimed prodigy. And her greatest

accomplishment? She knew when to die.

I'm sure Mrs. Gall accumulated enough money to drown the guilt

from her daughter's suicide. But Lind Z left her classmates nothing, except

her shadow looming over our own pitiful attempts at authorship. Sometimes I
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can still hear Lind Z's low-pitched voice resounding in my head, "Brienna,

you can't write for shit!" and I know she's more alive than I could ever hope

to be.

Much to my tormented delight, the tempest of time cured me of my
own comforts, innocence, and that shallow veil I called happiness. After

graduation I moved back to Baltimore. My parents had divorced my freshman

year and were living on opposite ends of town. I was living somewhere in the

middle, both literally and figuratively. I had six younger siblings, so it came

as no surprise when Mom disposed of Dad after Erin was bom. It's always

been her motto not to let the kids outnumber her, but Dad was Catholic and

the rhythm method obviously had its flaws. Six of them, I think. . . or maybe

seven.

I spent late nights waitressing at Sloan's, securing barely enough for

rent. Some days it was a question of buying groceries or paying my electric

bill. And I never told my family. My parents have always been frugal and

money was scarce when it was divided into ninths. I remember last year Mom
fiissed over my new winter jacket and when I told her I'd spent only fifty dol-

lars she quickly retorted, "Well, that'll be all we can afford this Christmas!"

No, I would not bring myself to beg. I found I wrote better, anyway, in the

cold by candlelight.

It was a quarter 'til eleven Tuesday night, a godforsaken night, the

night I became a writer. I was working until closing time, after two three-hour

shifts of balancing beers and Super Sloan's platters. Shandy was working late

too, needing the extra hours as badly as I did. But she'd been there a good

five years before I was hired, and it was no wonder why they kept her after

they cut me loose.

You see. Shandy was gorgeousl She was the red-headed bartender,

with light freckles spotting her face and arms like a good dose ofbrown sugar.

I paled in comparison with brown hair wrapped twice in a rubber-band, and

my pasty skin that flushed anytime I felt nervous, which constituted the major-

ity ofmy life.

Sometimes, when Shandy wore a baggy t-shirt, the open neck would

expose a single, bare shoulder. I admired the way the freckles had no shame,

and wondered how far they might go. Then she'd gracefully pull the loose

fabric up around her throat, giving her customers that playful / ^vant you look.

But she was single like me, turning down their advances with her noncha-

lance. And, somehow, in the bowels of a major metropolis, I thought I had

found camaraderie in another person's loneliness.

On my third week. Shandy and I had started taking breaks together,

outside smoking. My new addiction: Shandy mingled with nicotine. But

what I loved most was the way the cigarette always hung loosely in her plump

pouting lips.
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"So how's life?" she'd actually want to know, and I would say in my
ever-so-maudlin tone, "oh, you know." And then I'd light up. I imagined

sucking in that soft grayness and gently exhaling. I hoped to blanket myself

in whatever made Shandy so sexy. The smoke? That coy demeanor? Or

perhaps it was her red hair like the warm glow of her light. Ready kiddo?" and

with that Shandy would drop her Virginia Slim to the ground and twist the tip

of her stilettos, merging black ash with asphalt. I privately reveled in how her

lipstick left scarlet rings around those slender, white cigarettes and I would

watch in admiration as the last embers died in her wake.

That Tuesday we didn't break. We had one last group of custom-

ers, celebrating a birthday, no doubt, and oblivious to time. About two hours

before, the waiters and kitchen staff had all come out clapping, with those

ridiculous grins, and singing the humiliating Slappy Happy Birthday song. I

remember Shandy laughing and shaking her beautiful red bob when I swore

to her that if anyone made me do it again I'd shoot myself. It was the way

she tossed her hair and looked at me that I knew she'd had a few too many

samples of her own bar concoctions. "Just testing 'em out, ya know," but we

both knew I wouldn't tell. I never had before.

As I was preparing to bring out the fourth round of Budweisers for

the evening. Shandy held them from me. "Brie, hon, take a break will ya? I'll

finish up instead." I hesitated until she reached out and ran her fingers through

my tangled ponytail. "You look like shit."

The October air stung my lungs and even smoking couldn't satisfy

me. After what seemed to me an hour, but was no more than five minutes, I

walked back into the restaurant. Shandy was on the table.

It didn't register that she was touching herself until I noticed a thin

sliver of her red thong riding above her jeans. As she whipped up her blouse.

Shandy's breasts bulged like bald heads slung in black-leather hammocks. It

was erotic and revolting. I felt my throat bum with a kind of metallic acidity.

And I didn't wait for an explanation. I made a beeline to the office, grabbed

my car keys and clocked out. I drove home that night with no tip and no sense

of direction.

Wednesday morning found me draped over the living room couch.

Sunlight streaming through the Venetian blinds was no consolation to the dark-

ness I felt inside my chest. A few phone calls later and I would be wetting the

upholstery with my tears.

"Hello, Mr. Burcocks please." I cradled the phone between my ear

and shoulder as I shut the phonebook and returned it to the kitchen counter.

David P. Burcocks, head manager of Sloan's, was a portly middle-aged man
of 5 '3" with a receding hairline and small, circular glasses. I will never forget

the way his wedding band nestled between rolls of fat on his thick sausage

fingers. "Yes?" I imagined those ugly hands gripping the phone as his voice

answered mine.
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Shandy's breasts bounced through my thoughts; those expanding

pink nipples brushed against me over and over again. I was doing this for her.

Yes. I convinced myself, for her. And so, I told him everything.

Mr. Burcocks took it calmly, too calmly in fact. A small sigh escaped

and hissed across the phone lines. Then, he told me I was fired.

Plus, it wouldn't have surprised me if Mr. Burcocks had been privy

to a little lap-dance himself. Fat Mr. Burcocks, with dollar bills crisply folded

between his chubby index and middle fingers. Shandy, she had ruined every-

thing.

I found a new job as a Wal-Mart cashier and proceeded to bask in my
newly-acquired depression, shoving other people's possessions into little plas-

tic bags, and wishing they were mine. Shandy had given me what I needed.

Words seemed to spill out ofmy veins—heart-wrenching words that would

curdle the blood of a lumberjack.

Within a year, the solitude and depression had sucked the energy out

of me. I needed something stimulating again, so I decided to return to school

and pursue my MFA in Creative Writing. With the assistantships covering

most ofmy tuition, I moved down south to study at UNC, Chapel Hill.

It was then that I decided I hated teaching. But I hated working odd

jobs more than teaching, so I kept teaching and the butterflies nearly choked

me. They 'rejust kidsfor God's sake, I'd tell myself. But so was /.

My first book was published three years after graduation, The Witch-

es and the Bull. Not a Lind Z Marie Gall Diary, but it gave me the justifica-

tion, if not the money, to be called a writer. After applying to several teaching

positions from UNC to SBC, I moved back to Baltimore and was hired to

teach ftill-time at Johns Hopkins University. I also met Jake.

In my desperation not to be late for my job interview, I had sped my
little Volvo sedan along 1-95, missing my exit. When I finally made it to Hop-

kins, I absentmindedly left my sun roof open. Being too self-absorbed I forgot

to thank the young gentleman who kindly held the door for me as I bolted into

Oilman lobby. Of course, as soon as I entered Mr. Joseph Pruce's office, it

started raining. But being inside didn't help me much, as I sat drenched in my
own perspiration, frequently glancing out his window. I think I was some-

where between the "Hello Mr. Pruce" and "It's a pleasure to meet you" when I

remembered the sun roof.

I was anticipating a flooded car and ruined leather-interior as I over-

heard the mindless chatter coming from my own lips. It was as if I were on

cruise control, my automated response being drivel.

Mr. Pruce had barely finished his goodbye when I quickly shook his

hand and hastened out the door. Fortunately, the downpour had subsided to a

light drizzle, but I had forgotten where I parked. When I finally found my car,

hidden in the very back comer of the parking lot, I hardly recognized it. A
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black web was sprouting from its top. It wasn't until I came closer that I iden-

tified the object as an open umbrella, and upon starting the car I found a note

dropped into the passenger seat: Don 't get wet—J. McLaughlin.

That night, I systematically worked my way through the phonebook

calling every J. McLaughlin in Baltimore. I didn't even know if this per-

son lived in Baltimore, but I was determined to thank them and return their

umbrella. After about thirty tries, half of which were phone messages, I got

Jake, the young man whom I had forgotten to thank at the door.

It wasn't until after we got married that Jake told me he had ap-

plied for the same position. His interview was shortly before mine, and I had

parked right next to his gray Audi-TT, the kind with the leather-stitched seats

that look like baseball gloves. He had arrived early and stayed a bit late to pe-

ruse the campus. However, he postponed the walk, having only one umbrella

stashed under his back seat, which he had relinquished to my car. Obvi-

ously, he was better prepared than I ever was and much more deserving of the

teaching position; yet, somehow, my credentials rather than my presentation

had won me the job. Jake often said he got the better deal. That is, until the

divorce.

Teaching has been a learning experience, more for me than the

students, at times. Teaching is like a test. . . ofmy patience. I grew up and

grew old. For thirteen years I've taught in some way or another, whether it be

through classes or raising my own children. Amazing how a profession you

despise can suddenly become your livelihood.

Perhaps, it is the very fact that I feel inadequate as a professor that

makes me do such a damn fine job. I work hard, and I channel the fi-ustration

that comes from it into my stories. Happiness has never motivated me the

same way misery does. Then I met John.

It was last year, possibly three weeks into the semester, and I was

once again teaching Intro to Creative Writing. This was the first time I had re-

ally spoken directly with John. He had stayed after class to receive some kind

of approval or encouragement. I didn't know John that well, but I knew his

type.

He's the kid who always answers "How are you?" with "Fantastic!"

He's the stranger who nods when you pass him on the street, smiling as if he's

just won the lottery, every day, even when it's raining. He's that long forgot-

ten friend you never knew you had.

I remembering asking him "You want to be a what?" half-jesting, but

you know there's always a little truth in a joke. His smile didn't even waver.

He was just standing there with that confident look in his eyes, and he nodded,

knowing I had heard him the first time.

In the awkward silence that followed, I watched him. I admired and

hated his sandy-blond hair, grown to the ideal one-and-a-half-inch length. His

hands, resting comfortably at his side, appeared unusually soft, with the nails
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trimmed exactly along the curve of his fingertips. Then it hit me. John was a

walking advertisement, but what was he airbrushing? I looked at his face and

something inside me ached.

One morning, not too long ago, I awoke to an older, hardened wom-
an. I felt gravity tugging at the pliable skin beneath her eyes and collecting at

the base of her chin. Lines dug deep into her brow as I scrutinized her com-

plexion. Crows feet tightened and she squinted back at me in the bathroom

vanity. At least the aerie's gone, I remember thinking grimly. However, the

alternative of liver spots and wrinkles seemed even less attractive. Couldn't

we make our exit in our prime, the Lind Z way?

Maybe this is why Jake left me. Was I not pretty enough? Young

enough? I thought he loved me once. There was a day when everything I did

captivated him, drew him closer, made him mad about me. I was beautiful

then, that Sunday morning out on the lake. He loved me then, he told me so.

'T love you Brienna." He rocked the boat gently with every breath.

My long hair was wound in a bun and pierced by chopsticks and I had begun

playing with the loose strands. "Mahogany" he called my hair and eyes "like

varnished wood." When we were back on shore, he took up a pebble and

skipped it along the lake's surface. And the ripples expanded, and I saw the

sky undulating below. I should have known then that the sky would fall.

But here was John, the epitome of perfection, of innocence, of youth,

of every goddamn thing you thought you'd lost along the way. John, don 't

you know you 're going to get old and ugly someday? But no, I don't think

John did, not by the way he smiled.

And then, it occurred to me, John was also watching me, that I too

was a specimen to be analyzed, vivisected, and finally diagnosed. I was

sitting, slouched back in my office chair with the stench of Marlboro Reds

still lingering in the air and clinging to my white-striped blouse. Of course,

I couldn't smell the smoke, but I assumed John could. John probably never

smoked in his life, or drank, or had sex for that matter.

I remember shifting uncomfortably in my chair, trying to appear

natural and at ease and everything I wasn't feeling. His presence gave me an

edge that I hadn't experienced since my first day of teaching, and a few other

key moments when I had to give a presentation prior to the Hopkins Interna-

tional Writer's Series. God, my body had been so tense and my voice so vio-

lently controlled that if someone had so much as touched me, my heart might

have exploded. It was too much for me. But not for John. No, John seemed

unfazed and unaware that he had touched me.

And then I wondered—What is John doing in my office anyway?

John, what the hell do you want? Some kind ofapproval? A good grade?

For God's sake get a life. John!

I rubbed my eyes and the bridge of my nose thinking on the flataess

of his character. "But, John. .
." and I continued to watch him closely, curious
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if I had the power to break him, ".
. .you need to experience the whole spec-

trum of emotions or at least
—

" and I held my breath, then slowly exhaled.

"At least make your writing believable." I coughed and leaned back, pacing

myself for John's sake. "You know what I think?"

John shook his head, looking at me with the intensity of a small

child. His eyes said let me please you. They were gigantic orbs now, likely

to overflow with reflection. In them I saw myself expanding. "John?" he

blinked and I was gone. He crushed me between those long lashes and then

I had to look away. "I think you're too damn happy." And, I swear his smile

got bigger. Impossible! At that moment, I knew it was a lost cause.

This was too much for me to take. His perfectly aligned teeth stood

out against those pink gums and I wanted to smash them in and wake him up.

I wanted to make him feel something powerfiil. But it was more than anger

that fueled me, it was passion and something like obsession. It was the first

time in thirteen years I hadn't thought of Jake.

My students know I'm crotchety. I know I'm crotchety! I've found

that being blunt all the time tends to take the edge off criticism at its most

intimate moments. "What are you going to write about John?" I grirmed back,

"How happy you are?" And John's eyes squinted against delicate folds of

flesh. For a brief second I thought he might be angry, but then his face wid-

ened and laughter broke from his chest. Anger wasn't in him.

"Uh-hum" he cleared his throat and explored my features for any

sign of sarcasm. Had he been anyone else he would have seen my salty

humor dripping from my pores. But John's anything but anyone. "Maybe."

Another smile spread where the old one had hung.

Now, don't misconstrue what I'm saying here. I never tried to ma-

nipulate John, change him, or turn him "to the dark side." There will be no

bar-piercings or table dancing in John's future. I just wanted him to be honest,

withhimself and with me. I mean, who is John Gregory Brown? Not that

doltish smile he wears.

Writing takes substance, and I wanted to bring out those complicated

and exquisite assets that make a thrilling story. What is it that makes John

smile? Why does he plow through the class curriculum like it was a mara-

thon, and throw out answers even before I've called on him? That is what he

needs to discover. The ways in which complicated relationships develop and

unravel. Not his happiness. Excuse my language, but I don" tfucking under-

stand him.

John's now enrolled in my Fiction Workshop. Occasionally he'll

stay after class to talk with me, trying to receive more affirmation of his writ-

ing skills. He came into my office last Tuesday, in fact. But something was

wrong. Or maybe, things were finally right.

He was removed from his usual intensity. Perhaps the more accurate

description is—he seemed "normal." It could have been my imagination, but
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I thought I caught something like misery seeping through the comers of his

enormous eyes. He looked like I do when I stay up late grading papers, after

downing a whole pot of coffee, black, but that's not like John. I don't think

John even drinks coffee, and if he does he definitely uses sugar and cream.

John's writing skills aren't terrible, but then again he doesn't have

much competition. The stories my students write are usually on the verge of

something, but never quite there. Essentially, a conglomeration of crap. It's

like they're trying to speak to me, but I can't hear them. Hello? And then

click, no dial tone, nothing. Not only do they lack a voice, there's no electric-

ity.

I know all they want out of me is a "brilliant, you're a genius."

Doesn't everybody? But NO, I tell them like it is. Sometimes I wonder how I

ended up reading o^/zer people's work. I wanted to write my own, but damnit,

I have a family too and they can't eat books.

"Professor McLaughlin?"

"Yes, John," I had motioned him into my overflowing office of pa-

pers and books. He hesitated at the doorway.

"Am I improving?"

"John." I stopped watching him as he walked the short distance to

my desk. I was playing with paperclips. "Your work's not there yet." And
I felt his eyes on me. "You've got to make vat feel these characters. What

are they thinking? What are their histories?" The paperclip in my fingers

bent to a subconscious whim. "You can't write a story based entirely on plot

and external factors." And I looked up to meet his dark eyes. They did seem

especially dark that afternoon.

John put his books down and nodded, now standing fairly close to

me. I kicked out my feet and leaned further back. John didn't look well and

I was trying to keep my distance. "You must keep writing, though, John," I

wasn't sure I wanted to be the first person to take his smile. I wasn't about to

bullshit or baby him either. "But I don't want Hallmark sentiments, and I don't

want clean endings. You tend to explain things too much to your readers. You

leave so little to our imaginations. Are you implying that we're too stupid

to get it or somethingT" I left the last words suspended midair, dividing my
space from John's. I knew I had his attention now. He shifted his weight and

looked at the linoleum floor. Was John upset? Wasn't this what I was push-

ing for? Somehow no, I had imagined it differently. Pausing, I resolved to

change my tone.

"John, stories are complicated. They involve living, breathing things

that feel more than words. That's what makes it so hard, John." He glanced

back up. "So goddamn hard, John. I'm still working on my third novel, a

novel I started four years ago. And it isn't getting any easier." I stopped and

waited for my mouth to catch up with my thoughts. "John?" And he looked

up. "Writing is about empathy.''''
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It was exhilarating. The butterflies were gone and something excit-

ing filled the void. For that brief span of time, John and I were standing in the

eye of a storm, appreciating the stillness we had captured amidst my clutter.

John smiled again, but it seemed harder—forced. Then the phone rang and

broke the moment.

"Hello?" I expected John to leave, as I picked it up, but no, he stood

there still taking in our conversation. "Things are fine. Yeah?" I waved

swiftly and swiveled in my chair, lighting up again as I listened into the re-

ceiver. "No, just taking care of a few things," I was late for another meeting,

"Be there momentarily."

I think John understood. He slowly picked up his belongings and

walked out, but as I put down the phone, I barely made out a gentle apology

coming fi"om the bottom of the stairwell. It was a peculiar sensation of guilt,

pleasure, and pride that mingled with the smoke from my cigarette. I pulled it

from my mouth and twisted it down in the overflowing ashtray, enjoying this

strange new taste.

The next class the thermostat most likely broke because I donned

more layers indoors than out, and it was mid-November. One of the students

wore gloves and John immediately commented on his flawed color-coordi-

nation, as the left glove was a slightly darker maroon than its counterpart.

Perhaps he was more effeminate than I had previously noticed, but more

likely John was OCD. Or a perfectionist, or both. I found myself fascinated,

attracted while simultaneously repulsed.

The following Tuesday it snowed. From my office window I wit-

nessed a barrage of white flakes caught by winter's breath. Over the rim of

my glasses the snow became gardenia petals plucked from the clouds. They

swirled about the naked tree trunks leading up to the English Department.

And then my reverie was interrupted by a crash below my office.

It was the door. The door slammed shut and then a series of footsteps

followed. Turning from the window I pulled out several papers and began

reading. I pretended not to notice as John knocked lightly on my half-opened

door.

"I'm sorry Professor McLaughlin." He stepped in before I could

acknowledge him. "I need to ask you something." From the comer of my eye

I saw him fidget with his winter coat and brush the snow from his hair.

"Alright, shoot." I didn't bother looking up.

"I wanted to ask your permission."

"Yes?" He could be so annoying at times.

"About my story."

"John, I'm busy," I shuffled through the pile of stories I hadn't read

yet, "go ahead and ask me."

"Will you be uncomfortable if I use you in my story?" I looked up,

accidentally creasing the paper in my hand. Uncomfortable? No.
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"No." And as he left I turned back to the window.

Thursday the snow melted and froze over again so the roads were

thick with black ice. Yet, despite the weather, John was in class, turning in his

second story for the semester. I wasn't sure what to expect, but 1 was hoping

he was able to extract something from our conversations. I wasn't expecting

much. Students rarely impress me.

I read it slowly, in my office later that day. I was interrupted several

times by students and phone calls, I reread some of the passages, and then

something clicked. It was like Shandy's betrayal, or Lind Z's obituary. Better

yet, it was the night Jake left, and life seemed to be playing some sick joke on

me. And I laughed.

And I remembered. "Brienna?" Jake wouldn't even look at me. I

knew he was leaving even before he knew it. And I didn't want to love him

anymore. "I'm in love with someone else," and I hated her, this person with-

out a name or face. I hated her like I hated Lind Z or Shandy because she was

everything I was not. "I'm sorry Brienna."

What about our home? Our children? You don 'tjust stop loving

someone, do you? Yes. Jake did.

And then I thought about John. I thought about his story. Perhaps

his characters were me and him, or maybe all of us. Perhaps it was easier for

him to tell the truth in fiction, where no one would know—but I did.

And as I read his story for the second, third, fourth, and fifth time, I

thought about who John really was, and about who other people wanted him

to be. Something inside me really wanted him to be that happy, uncorrupted

child, a vessel for something unachievable. Something perfect, unlike myself.

Constant. Contained between the pages of the story I was reading. And I kept

reading to keep him, or what I hoped was him, alive.
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Ploy Pritsangkul

Innocence
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Briana Beckham

Here at Sweet Briar

The Vera Bradley hits back and forth

On the curvy hip above well-toned thighs.

Her fat curls bounce in her pony tail

Like the spring of a brand new mattress.

In the Quad, a girl with bulging pearls

Sips from a coke can with a straw sticking out.

She sways her hips from side to side

Like she's belly dancing her way to class.

Lift up your head and your eyes;

See the beauty beyond the bodies.

Ranges of mountains, unexplored, untainted

By BMWs or Lily Pulitzer dresses.

Professor Shea drives by in his silver Bug;

He's wearing a three-piece monogrammed suit.

Betsy walks her skinny gray dogs.

Done with his workout, rivulets of sweat drip from Jim Kirkwood's chin.

Dining hall buzzes with trays and clinking silver.

Loud conversations filter in and out of your ears.

You catch snippets of twenty different ones.

The traffic keeps moving, but you see someone silently

Putting out the cucumbers for the salad bar.

No one notices that someone has to replenish them

Until there are no more cucumbers, and then

They're desperate and in a rush to get their cucumbers.

Silence mixes with a faint car alarm in the distance.

It's familiar to you, like the smell of

Your own home - it's become home -

This eclectic spiral of haves and have-nots.
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Anel Avila

On Freeing a Candle

Even candles aren't free,

With their decorated bodies,

TantaUzing scents.

And ever-distant shimmers.

Ribbons tie them up

And holders hold them in.

Spikes go through their bottoms

So they stay in place.

With glass casings like prisons

So they don't spill out.

Worst of all is gravity:

Pulls them down and keeps them here.

Their mission is to bum real bright

For a given amount of time,

Their betrayal when the light goes out.

Meaningless things really.

But they make such sense.

They live to fulfill one purpose:

Look pretty, smell good, bum fast.

The epitome of womanhood.

Pity.
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Kristin Trayer

Freedom
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Camilla Russell

Silent Symphony

"Is there anything in the world sadder than a train standing in the rain?
"

—Pablo Neriida

Smoking is a lonely sport, but every individual picks up a cigarette

to calm his thoughts or to release his sorrows, for with each exhalation one

secretly desires to see one's worries evaporate upon the waves of smoke

rolling silently away in the air In the privacy of the night, when smoke is

like a blue haze against the black horizon—this is when I rest outside, light a

cigarette, and indulge in the cool solitude ofmy thoughts, for cigarettes have

the power to tame mad thoughts, and can calm the restless individual into a

silent stupor. There are those who favor the silver sheen of razor blades across

their flesh, while others seek the silent fury of the red flame upon their skin,

each sharp tingle of pain a reminder of the quiet turmoil churning within their

bodies; a perverse show of courage to dull the deafening roar of emotions

rattling in their minds. I was once a part of the latter group, warming my
imagination and arms before the crimson eye of a lit cigarette, in the shade

of a lonely room and glowering full moon. Now I find other means of solace

within cigarettes, such as basking in blue tendrils of smoke, imagining they

are myriads slowly sashaying the night away.

It is a funny thing to seek out redemption in burning slips of paper,

the sweet taste of tobacco, and the haunting waltz of unraveling smoke. I

believe, though, that like the draw of alcohol in family veins, smoking is

hereditary. My grandfather chose smoking as a means to rid himself of the

depression coursing through his veins after the 1920's stock market crash, and

continued to smoke until his death at forty-two of lung cancer Contrary to my
grandfather, my father sought smoking as an ideal partner with his martinis

and the glittering aiTay of women dancing with him beneath the dim lights

ofjazz clubs. Swirling in silver clouds of floating confetti and smoke, he

saw cigarettes as another accessory needed to exist as a carefi^ee bachelor in

Manhattan. My father placed them aside at forty years old, though, two years

shy ofmy grandfather's death, for his subconscious fear of cancer won over

the glitzy attraction of neon lights and fast music.

Though it may be perverse to believe, I find smoking to be another

fomi of artistic expression, for with each curl of smoke rising into the sky. a

gray mark is drawn upon the air, and one is transformed into a conductor of

this silent symphony. This is a meditation on beauty, the peace of smoking,

and how one begins the curious affair of exhaling smoke and air
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When I was four years old, a matronly Suzuki teacher handed me
the cardboard cover of a shoebox with a ruler taped to one edge, a chopstick

as my "bow," and curtly gestured that she wished me to practice upon this

homemade violin. Prior to this initiation into the musical arena, my mother

proudly told me in the back of a cab that all Chinese children were musically

gifted. Learning the violin would be simple, she said, for my ancestors would

be watchful guides to this awkward affair, their fingers cradling jade beads as

their mouths offered silent encouragement.

The violins in my closet rest in the dark gathering dust, as it has been

a decade since I last plucked a tune from their strings. Unwilling to abandon

the instruments to foreign hands, my mother feared that these strangers would

not comprehend the importance of heritage and ancestral obligations. Prior to

their retirement in the closet, I played the violin for several years, learning to

master Handel and Chopin, but discontinued when my mother discovered that

there was only one violin teacher in Bangkok who resided near us. He was a

"true artist," though, who no longer wanted to debase himself with teaching;

therefore, as swift as was my beginning into the musical realm, the end arrived

equally fast.

While the instruments lay mute, my hands continued to flutter and tap

ftimiture to the symphony within my imagination, a parting gift my ancestors

bestowed upon me as a gentle reminder of the blood dancing in my veins.

As my hands no longer strummed notes upon a violin, they sought interests

elsewhere. For a few months I was fascinated with clocks, dissecting the metal

bodies to listen to the soft whirr of their hearts, as if these scraps of metal had

an internal orchestra within their minds as well. When I was twelve, a relative

gave me The Phantom Tollbooth. My only memory now of the book is of the

conductor drawing circles in the air, and colors bursting forth in an animated

waltz guided by his baton. Imagine the luxury of swooping one's hands upon

the sky and their silent, internal symphony springing forth in a dizzying array

of hues!

My imagination continued to compose symphonies, but it was

not until a friend taught me the rites of smoking that the music reached a

surprising crescendo. Resting under papaya trees and pink bougainvilleas in

concrete pots, we teased our lungs with cigarettes and felt the humidity enfold

us as smoke unraveled in blue swirls before our faces. Due to Buddhism and

its subtle teachings of abstinence, cigarettes challenged propriety in Thailand,

so my friend and I smoked in secret in our school's car park, amid the cool,

metallic silhouettes of Toyotas and motorcycles. Not until my sojourn to

China was I able to smoke in public and enjoy seeing heather wisps of smoke

brush rooftops, wrap around the thin branches of trees, and float listlessly

above the hunched backs of old men playing chess on plastic tables.
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In Beijing it was common to see people holding cigarettes, as if each

one were an artist scribbling his signature onto the overcast sky. Contrasting

with Thailand's strict laws, the Chinese chose to indulge with their smoking

in every comer of the city. During the fifteen-minute intervals between

classes, teachers would pour out of the rooms and stand in hallways inhaling

cigarettes, and each person would be engulfed in another person's cloud of

shifting smoke. The evenings were also one continuous haze of silver clouds

from the lolling smoke rings, twisting and spiraling high above the fluorescent

restaurant lights and disco signs.

Every night after dirmer, my classmates and I would collect ourselves

outside in the winter air, huddle before leaping flames, and exhale in unison

gusts of heather smoke. Within my imagination we were conducting an

orchestra equal to Schubert in grandeur and finesse, all of us waving white

wands and watching the smoke somersault into a silent melody, sweet and

sublime among the college's stone columns and bare rose bushes. In Chinese,

smoking is translated as breathing in fire, and in those evenings, our breaths

scented with wine and pickles, we were pulling the flames desperately into

our lungs until each student's heart throbbed warmly in the chilled air. Though

smoking in China was a social affair, every student handing out cigarettes as

a means of friendship, it transformed into a quiet event with each individual

smoking a cigarette and distracted by his own thoughts. In the calm of those

evenings, everyone leaning against the columns or sitting on steps, we were a

curious sight for the Chinese bystander, to see that many foreigners crowded

together, a flicker of red sparks glimmering here and there in the darkness.

These group symphonies continued throughout my year in Beijing, and

while the faces floating within the blue haze changed, the flames still burned

a comforting scarlet against the blackness of the city sky, this flickering

permanence drawing us all to bask in the warmth of a mute orchestra.

I continued to smoke after my classmates returned to America, and

I transferred to another college in Beijing for the spring semester. It never

dawned on me that it was an addiction, for I saw it merely as a means of

communication, as well as a way of finding solace from the dizzying thoughts

in my mind. Throughout my stay in China cigarettes were always with me,

either hidden in pockets, or in my hands drawing sketches in the air. After

being in the company of other individuals who smoked, I knew that I could

not abandon smoking until much later, would be like my father who sacrificed

them in the face of mortality. Smoking is an attractive ritual, for with a single

swipe of a match or a flickering lighter, I am allowed to indulge in an ancient

pastime and mentally drift away upon the smoke tendrils swaying gently

above me.

When I returned to Thailand with a pack of Indonesian cigarettes

tucked safely into my bag, a gift from a friend, the floral fragrance settling
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into the felt interior, I sought refuge on my apartment's balcony, rested on

a stool and lit a cigarette for old time's sake. I can still lose myself in the

lolling smoke rings; see the dragon-like tails vanish into a black sky. The mute

symphony strikes up once more within my mind, and with great gusto I exhale

in the humid air, watching the smoke collect into clouds and rise gently into

the night. It is a haunting sight to see the gray tendrils rise and merge with

the blue sky, and as the colors blend I remember pastimes in Beijing such as

sitting on stone steps with a friend collecting stories and swapping cigarettes.

Listening to a distant lute above us wail softly to a silent moon, he and I held

hands and conversed about Bangkok and Michigan. It is interesting how
smoking topples boundaries, and people can find friendship within the silvered

smoke and flickering flames.

In the evenings when a gray haze settles above me, my thoughts

drift to China and Thailand, as well as to strange places such as Michigan and

Indonesia, and I imagine the people whom I have met whilst smoking and

sharing cigarettes. The silent music continues to play within my mind, and as

long as each note unravels as a white wisp before the night sky, I will smoke

and bask in the solitude.
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Kristin Traver

Fortissimo
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Julia Lockwood

Rama

Holding you in my palm, I watch you sleep Rama
Your small chest rises; your breaths whisper Rama

Awakened in the night, I hear your pleading

Body trembling as I pull you closer Rama

Not allowed to sleep, I reach out at intervals

Make sure you're still breathing smooth like water Rama

Those large brown orbs in your face absorbing knowledge

Always the quick wit, always the wiser Rama

Sit, stay, shake, where 's your bone, where 's your ball today?

Sleek physique flitting and standing bolder Rama

Jumping, leaping in the tall grass field in summer

On the heels of horses you're a herder Rama

Mischevious just like your Indian prince namesake

The ancient story makes you the savior Rama

You can't speak it, but Julia is in your heart

Your love has no rules, but one ruler: Rama
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Anne-Marie Walsh

The Cypress Fog

I guess you'd say I'm bom to run; one leg

is chased by yellow fever, fog that chokes

all breath. My other leg is filled with blood

that matches ink on bible pages, read

by men who track with dogs that smell my skin,

my fear. I wish I still had strength to run,

outwit the evil shades that claw my heels.

I tell myself to flee, to find the hope

you had for us. We dreamt together, Leila,

your golden hair braided with straw,

fish kissing our toes from laughter-rippled water.

My arms held our world together; your green gaze

pointed us toward the sun. Never did I know

that Cypress trees are twisted mazes,

all circling south to hell. Leila, I hate

these nightmare trees; their sap beads from my pores

and stains the air all amber sharp, a mix

of Earthy loam and rotting leaves, that makes

a perfect bed despite the twigs and rocks.

Perhaps the oily mud would seal my eyes,

force forgetfulness and leave me blind.

How can I live having seen you there?

You'll never know how hard it was to cut

you from the willow's arm, rope frayed

to one last yellow strand, a single hair,

then see you float in darkened waters.

Fish don't kiss cold flesh; sun won't shine that deep,

too deep, too dark for words, for ceaseless prayers.
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Carrie Cann

Untitled
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Sasha Levine

In My Mind

Scrying into my coffee mug,

Feet brushing the rug,

Astrolomage - that I'm not -

Though I think, mind in a knot.

Why Nostradamus burned it.

Chronokinesis pulls

Taut the strings. Song fills the night air,

In my head, sweet and yare.

Lady Ella, yes. Queen of Jazz;

Such light pizzazz,

Swinging the melodies

With a sort of child's laughter's ease

Sound in her scatting. And then, ah,

Mendel, he'd have used fauna

If the Church hadn't said to use peas.

If he'd done as he pleased?

Perhaps we'd not have found much

Of what's known of such

Genes, Genomes, Punnett Squares.

And no one seems to really care.

I do, but I'm

Different. Heard a million times

That said; and then the quotes - they start

To play. Inside my heart.

Go to the mattresses I hear.

Remembering the fear

On that guy's face.

I review, in English, in Ivrit, a phrase

Learned from from Gadna and Temple School:

Israel Will Live. Once a drunken fool

Said, "A penny for your death,"

With patriotic breath.

I've no control, choice, where my mind

Peels away rind
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In its search for reasons.

In nature growth varies by season. Cychcal

It always makes some sense. But all

Know the mind won't mind you.

For that's too much to do.
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Brienna McLaughlin

Unraveled Ocean
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Brienna McLaughlin

Dove of Mazar-i Sharif

1. Suraji's Ibex

Freshta set herself on fire the day the chickens died. Perhaps the lynx

who prowled the Balkhab River had become anxious, devouring their frail,

feathered bodies. She had seen it with Jan while collecting water, but Suraji

did not believe her.

"Very lean," she had said to him, "with tufted ears tipped in black."

But she did not tell him everything. Jan had slipped from her ever-watchful

eye as she beheld the majestic creature. What would Suraji have thought of

her had he known?

Jan's small hands had been so close to grasping that golden coat

when Freshta had broken from her reverie, "NO!" The wild cat bolted from

its resting place as Jan stared back at his mother. "No, Jan, you mustn't, no,"

but the words sounded soft and she could not make him fear what she desired,

too. If only she had been the brave one, brave enough to stroke the lynx, wear

its fur, and roam the river to the heart ofAfghanistan.

"A lynx? Near Mazar-i Sharif? Freshta, you are getting old." Surjai

had eyed her skeptically. His days were spent working the wheat fields,

turning the soil with his shovel and he had become as sallow as the crops he

planted. "Perhaps you saw an ibex." and Suraji scooped Jan up in the hollow

of his arm.

The beige dunes lay before her like a frozen sea of sand. Perhaps

it was an ibex with its curling horns and wooly coat that she had witnessed.

Perhaps she was growing old at twenty.

She did not mind, once, the roles they played. The winter months

kept him out harrowing and then broadcasting seed, while she and Noorzia

would weave and watch Jan grow. In April and May she would accompany

Suraji to Mazar-i Sharif, the city of the turquoise shrine. It sparkled against

the filth of its surroundings and she would watch the doves perched on its

immense dome. In the village market, she would sell her paatiis while he bar-

tered for a donkey or a cow. Sometimes there were a few hundred Afghanis

left to buy sweets for Jan whom Noorzia reluctantly watched at home. "You'll

spoil him like Suraji's spoiled you" was her sharp retort when Freshta brought

back keshmesh, a fresh mixture of nuts and raisins.
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But time had passed so strangely for Freshta that the years bled into one

another, broken only by the seasons and her prayers. Visits to Mazar-i Sharif

became infrequent. Maya was bom in June of the following year, the summer

of drought. The lands were parched and the few places of fertile soil followed

the shallow Balkhab. Suraji lost his crop, but Maya did not suffer. They had

dined on chicken instead and Noorzia was hysterical.

2. Memory of a Fig Tree

The matches were tucked inside Suraji 's turban, but now his head

was bare. He lay sleeping on his prayer rug where he had knelt moments be-

fore, repeating his chosen verses from the Quran: "^/ hamdu li I Laah, Rabbi I

Jaalamiina, ar Rahmann ar Rahiin, ihdinaa as siraat al mustaqiin. All praise

to God, Lord of all worlds, the compassionate, the merciful, show us the

straight way." Five times a day he had said this, overlapping her own prayers,

and Freshta would find him murmuring them in dreams.

Freshta observed the unused kerosene lamp resting in the comer

where the kahgil had begun to peel. It was twelve years since she married,

and their brick Zarbi was being swallowed by the sands one grain at a time.

She touched the mud-caked wall gingerly, for she knew what it felt like to die

slowly.

Maya and Jan were sleeping under the badgir and the gentle breeze

that escaped from its mouth caused their robes to dance. In the darkness she

thought their eyes had opened, and she stopped moving. Noorzia snored in

her comer near her son, but Freshta feared the worst. If the children woke,

they would certainly call for her, and Noorzia would be angry. "You good for

nothing safiih, you stupid girl!" she would say. She said it every day.

But Freshta could not wait. The air had thickened and she might

swim to Suraji's side in long, deep strokes. His face looked kind in sleep.

The moonlight softened the sharpness of his nose and high cheekbones.

Warmth repossessed his lips, and Freshta longed for him to kiss her as he used

to. But she held back, knowing he would wake.

"Won't you?" he had asked, leaning against her father's fig tree in

Herat. Fallen fmit lay all about her feet as she collected their precious pear-

shaped bodies. She remembered how Suraji's smile always coaxed her into

submission. And she had tumed towards him slightly and batted her lashes

under the concealment of her biirka. "Freshta, no one will see," and he had

reached for her and she was drawn to him.
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He had taken her to the edge of Harirud where the honeysuckle and

goose-berry bushes grew thick. The mesh mask she wore sHd off Hke tears,

and Suraji saw her for the first time. He touched her face with his hps. "No

one will know." His hands had caressed her, provoking every nerve to quiver

in anticipation. And there was warmth between her legs and she longed for

him to touch her again.

3. One Match

'"Shisha ke maida shod, tiztar misha." She remembered the ancient

Hazara proverb her mother had told her in hard times, "Broken glass becomes

sharper." Freshta moved now with renewed determination and swiftness in

this new memory.

Sweat trickled down her neck and underneath her arms, soiling her

burka. She unraveled the long scarf of linen that Suraji would wear about his

head tomorrow. The matches fell in unison, raining on her bare feet. It was

loud to Freshta's ears, but so was the drumming of her heart. Noorzia turned

in sleep and snorted, but spoke nothing.

Noorzia had always prized their chickens, even over their karakul

lambs, and especially over Freshta. Eggs were a luxury, and the meat was the

finest delicacy reserved for important occasions or emergencies, like the birth

of Maya nearly nine years ago. That was the last time she had tasted their

thick, juicy breasts and tender thighs.

"You're a bad wife, a lazy daughter-in-law!" Noorzia had sci^eamed

that morning. She then proceeded to smash Freshta's framed loom against the

floor. "You left it open, the coop was open! They died because ofyou.

.

." and

then the word was used again, but this time Suraji said it for her and Freshta

cowered. "You 50/7/2."

Though his voice was never raised, it stung worse than all of

Noorzia's rage. He thought the worst of her at last and she could not bear it.

They had always been poor, but now they had so little even Jan had started

reaping fields and Maya was to be wed early.

She had been negligent. She had left the coop open for the hens

to peck grass roots. But how could she have known the lynx would come.

Suraji had convinced her years ago that there was no lynx. Was she to blame

for believing him?

With one match in hand, Freshta turned and made her way to the

comer. In the few short feet it took to walk there, she felt the heaviness of

her power. Years passed between each footstep, and she recalled with
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growing anguish the hideousness of her Hfe in Mazar-i Sharif, away from

Herat and away from her mother.

She felt her heart pulsing through her fingertips as she lifted the lamp

and quickly doused herself in what little oil remained. She scraped the match

against the wall and it spit and sparkled in the dark, finally catching to her

biirka.

4. Watermelons in Herat

Herat Public Hospital was filled with other bum victims, lying naked

and still on vinyl mattresses. Freshta had never known such pain. ''Al-lah, Al-

lah.. ." she cried as the doctor examined her charred skin, cutting away dead

flesh at her calf to find a working vein.

Suraji knelt beside her. He smoothed what little hair was spared on

Freshta's scalp, adjusted her pillows, and repeated his prayers to no avail. His

wife was lost to him, somewhere beneath that blistered blackness.

"Freshta," he had whispered when the doctor left. "Your skin will

heal. This is nothing, it will pass," and he looked away to hide his tears for

her sake.

The swollen rawness of Freshta's flesh peeked through her scorched

skin, but somehow Suraji still longed to hold her to him, to say the things he

always meant to say. Yet he resisted the sudden urge. The risk of infection

was too great and the painkillers had numbed Freshta's senses.

Suraji slept little that night on the cold linoleum floor outside the

women's ward. He curled up in his /^aa^w^' and thought of his future. It

stretched out before him, empty and unfeeling.

He thought of Jan and Maya at home with his mother. They must be

sleeping softly now, and his face broke in memory of the fire. Noorzia had

been quick to lie. She told them Freshta would come home within the week.

She told them Freshta would be unscathed, that she would be beautifiil again.

But Suraji knew that even ifAllah were kind He would leave her body mis-

shapen and her head frozen in a downward-gazing position. Suraji also knew

that Freshta would not live without a fight. He beat his fist against the floor,

then calmed himself enough to pray, to help Freshta pass the night.

Freshta felt a distant stinging sensation as if a spider were feeding on

her limbs. But then it crawled away and she sunk fiiither into her matti-ess.

And in the silence there came a voice. And she knew it was her mother. It

had been too long, but Freshta had not forgotten the sweet sound. "^Shisha ke

maida shod, tiztav misha' and Freshta knew that she was safe.

The morning found Suraji pacing the corridor to the ward as the
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doctor came through. "Is she there?" he looked more sickly than the patients,

"Freshta? Does she breathe all right?" and the doctor led him back quietly to

Freshta's bed.

He cried openly now at the sight of her, the small smile and her dark

eyes amidst the horror that was her skin. The thought of her dying while he

slept had kept him awake all through the night. Sometimes he heard moans

coming from the ward and he hoped it was Freshta because at least then he

would know she was alive.

And she was alive. He continued to cry, even as he spoon-fed her

bits of watermelon the doctor supplied. And she tried to keep them down,

tried not to vomit like she had done before, but Suraji told her it was all right.

Suraji said that everything would be all right.

The juice dribbled down and stained the protective gauze, but the

doctor brought new layers for her to wear. Suraji dressed her wounds without

the slightest touch of skin to skin, but he felt closer to her now than he had

ever felt before. And another day passed in silence.

5. Dove of Mazar-i Sharif

On Freshta's third day in Herat she had just begun to laugh again and

Suraji saw the hunger in her eyes. He fed her yoghurt and held warm tea to

her lips, but she swallowed very little. Sometimes she complained that her

legs had turned to stone, but he could not touch them to help her circulation."

He cringed at the thought of those swollen trunks that had once

been graceful limbs. What had Freshta done to herself? What had she done

to him? But he smiled because it did not matter now. She was alive and he

laughed to hear her laugh because that was all that he could do.

"How is my skin?" Freshta was anxious to recover. "What does it

look like?" and he smiled and told her it was fine. He told her how beautifiil

she was and how quickly she had healed.

They talked between her naps and his. They shared in favorite

memories: The day their neighbor bought a satellite dish made of recycled

soda cans; their last visit to Freshta's home before her mother died, the night

of Jan's conception; and sunsets on the Balkhab.

Suraji was sure Freshta had made it through the worst. She cried

sometimes, but he could finally rest. He knew she would survive.

But that night Freshta looked at her skin. She peeled away the

coating of white gauze and glimpsed at what lay underneath. Layers of

bubbled skin stuck to the protective dressing. She saw her veins protruding
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and pulsing with her quickened breath. She saw her life spUt open and she

examined it with acute awareness. And she cried for all the things that she

could never be.

On the fourth day Freshta's blood flow had slowed. The doctor had

to find a new vein for her IV. The pungent smell of sickness wafted through

the ward. The tissue had turned white and she was having trouble breathing.

Her arms and legs lay immobile on the mattress and she cried for more air.

"Help me," she wailed. And Suraji tried to calm her, to stop her from

forcing her lungs, but Freshta would not listen. She was frightened and Suraji

fell to his knees.

"Alhamdii lilLaah, Rabbi I laalamiina, arRahmann arRahiin, ihdinaa

as siraat al mustaqiin." But there was no straight way. He saw only Freshta's

suffering and he could do nothing.

Hours passed as Freshta slept again. Suraji stayed by her side, wishing

he could wrap his body around hers to protect it, to protect her. He would be

her skin, he would breathe for her. "Freshta?" he would ask when he thought

her chest no longer rose or fell. But quiet was upon them now.

She was calm. Time had stopped for once. And she imagined herself

suspended above Mazar-i Sharif carried by his prayers while her white body lay

still beside Suraji.
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Ebony Scurry

Clear the Way

My heart drags on a barbed wire

As the stories of saints are reaUzed

I recall a memory

I fantasized smashing the pudgy pigeons

Who gathered begging at my feet as I

Sprinkled bread

Fearless

They only felt hunger

While my dangerous feet were ignored

How fearless they were

How their hunger overrode any horror

I could not hurt them

So then

How could they hurt my saints?

Soaked with the Rain of Hope

Their pain of toil, precious saints

Scorch their lights onto my face

I see my dream coming true

As I lay, gazing into the sky now
Up and through breaking glass

Shattered like a terrible rain

The Rain, I have questioned

Glass into my skin

The blood of only those

Saints

Who can give birth

They crucified saints who
Pushed the nails into their own
Breasts

To bleed for me
Punched through the glass with

Delicate naked hands

To make way for me
That I may follow without terrible wounds

Relief is here, yet the goal still lies in fragments

The Rain of Hope persists

The pain of the glass

Is a terribly sweet agony
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Let it cut me
I still go through

No longer outside watching

But inside, clear of the storm

I penetrate the ceiling

I hold the delicate bleeding hands of

these saints, our blood mingles

We are sisters in this struggle
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Dancing
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Anonymous

Afraid

Fear is a sensation capable of inspiring the best and worst behavior

the human race is capable of, prompting us either to forsake valor, or to rise to

the occasion and defend the cause. Fear lies in each of us, not necessarily for

specific demons like spiders or the dark, but for more abstract trials: honesty,

hardship, rejection, commitment, or faith; essentially, that which is dfficult

mentally, physically, or emotionally. We are compelled to be cowards. To

overcome these feelings is the essence of bravery, and those capable of it are

lauded as heroes. If our generation is truly hero-less, it is because our times

mostly lack those willing to defy injustice at personal cost. In the wake of

September 11, the Bush administration has abused the American people's

emotional responses to the tragedy to further its own purposes and consolidate

its power. To speak against the government or certain figures within it, once

a treasured right fought for and earned by the blood of our ancestors, is now
an unacceptable treason. Personalities like Martin Sheen, Susan Sarandon,

and Natalie Maines have been vilified for daring to "disrespect" the President

by exercising their Constitutional right to criticize him and his cronies,

hearkening back to the age of McCarthyism and the persecution of those who
dared to reproach the powerful for their corruption and greed. An American

patriot no longer fights for justice and liberty, but instead acts as an agent for

injustice, allowing those in power to take away our rights, unchecked. In this

new world of silent acceptance and passiveness, we are taught not to embrace

bravery, but instead to concede to our fearful urges and permit the rule of

bullies and tyrants.

Fear lacks reason or logic. Watching a horror movie, the audience

sees the token pretty blonde run from her attacker and inevitably find herself

in a place far more deserted and conducive to violent attack than she had been

moments before. We shout at her, as if our criticisms make a difference, not to

go up the stairs - she will be trapped in the attic; but to no avail. Fear clouds

the mind.

When I was twelve years old, I was afraid of Jacob, despite his

heroic, athletic persona. He grabbed me, touched me, made advances that

would not cease. His friends waited for me outside the girls' locker room,

located in the lonely, often vacant posterior of the school. I did not go out to

face them, but instead hid in the shower room for twenty minutes until they

relented, and I was late to my next class. Cowardice begets more cowardice,

and several days later I found myself once again abandoning bravery, running

desperately from them, fr^antically down darkened halls, aware only of the

monsters gaining ground behind me, finally catching me at a dead end,
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pinning me in a comer, my arms restrained, and a hand over my mouth. A
final act of cowardice: I shut my eyes, unwilUng to watch him hurt me.

After making complaints to the school, I was removed from all the

classes he and I shared, but he was not censured by the school through any

means of punishment at their discretion. I, however, was condemned by my
peers as a vindictive liar. Those same boys who chased me down the corridor

were, unluckily, seated all around me in math class one year later. After my
complaint, I endured further harassment at their hands, and my teacher's re-

sponse to my pleas to be placed in a different location was the curtest possible

refiisal: I was then a year away from high school and ought to have learned

how to deal with these situations on my own. I was paralyzed by my fear and

intimidation, and I meekly accepted conditions I knew were unfair and wrong.

His parents, surprisingly, believed, and were so appalled by his behavior that

they sent him to military school, thus ending any contact between us. I have

not seen him since.

Children are often in situations of conflict with the adults around

them, and in most circumstances, are merely challenging in immature folly

the wisdom possessed by their elders. But in those occasional instances when

children, in their innocence, question that which is not right and are punished,

to whom can they turn for comfort or support? A child cannot be held ac-

countable for his or her fears, nor for the cowardice of acting upon them.

What, then, are the teenager's responsibilities? A sixteen-year-old

who drinks under pressure from his friends, then wraps his father's Lexus

around a tree, is not immune from blame. But a question arises: which is

the greater evil, cowardice towards one's self or others? I was afraid when

I first saw the marks on Michael's wrists. He is bipolar, and they had yet

to find medication that would help him. I knew he was cutting himself,

and I knew that he was impulsive, but, terrified of losing his trust, I did not

tell his parents. His father caught him one night, and I was released fi-om

my obligation. They were unable to give him any real help, and as he sunk

deeper into the blackness that is manic depression, he pulled me with him. I

was afraid when he told me of the multiple felonies he had committed and

for which he had never been caught: arson, breaking and entering, and my
favorite, arms dealing in the form of computer software. I was afraid of the

switchblade he kept in his pocket. I was afraid of his unfathomable strength,

attained after ten years of martial arts, and his capacity for the cmelest

violence, even towards those whom he loved. One afternoon, we sat languidly

on the floor of his room, immersed in playftil argument, the subject of which

I cannot recall. I must have said something tantamount to a physical challenge,

and within seconds I was pinned to the floor with his hands about my tliroat. I

did not question him again. The great mysteiy in this fear, as most people who

have been in an emotionally or physically abusive relationship will relate,

is that it does not prompt a desire to escape the situation, but rather to
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alleviate the cause of the anxiety by coaxing the offending partner to mend his

or her ways.

I have a fear closely ascribed to scars; not that they will disfigure

me, but that, imbued with all of the weight of the incident from which they

were acquired, they mark upon me a symbol of that which 1 learn from my
mistakes, and, when healed, deprive me of some of it. A scar that has van-

ished from my skin's surface denies me a small part ofmy memory, and takes

with it some satisfying proof or validation retained from the event. Though

relieved by the gradual disappearance of the scars left on my legs by an

insidious case of poison sumac I recently endured, a part of me was sad to see

them go, and once again I was afraid that their departure would nullify my
claims to pain. My arms are almost clean today, but when I was fifteen, tied

to Michael's bedpost in the dark, I despaired in shame that I would forever be

scarred. Poison sumac heals in weeks. Good rope bums take years.

Cowardice towards the self is the greatest treason any human being

can commit. Recently I was challenged for speaking my rather liberal

views openly and without concern for the discord it created on my mostly

conservative college dormitory hall, discord that politics inevitably invites. I

was forced to promise to never speak of politics or religion to any ofmy hall

mates for the duration of our stay on the hall, and sex and race were tacked on

as riders, as they are also controversial, and I am, apparently, a lit fuse where

social dissonance is concerned. Afraid of being rejected by those with whom
I must live for the rest of the year, and afraid of being branded an instigator of

conflict, I reluctantly agreed. My conscience, however, was not so compliant,

and persistently badgered me to defend myself. Prompted by a friend, I

posted a copy of the original Bill of Rights on my door, with the words

"...or abridging the freedom of speech..." in the First Amendment highlighted.

Bravery does not necessarily entail charging out headfirst into a battlefield,

saber drawn. My small act of civil disobedience was committed with great

trepidation. Cowardice is always large. Courage, though immensely

important, is not.
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Christy L. Michaels

Restless

the wind is beautiful tonight

and I don't know why

there is something hanging

there in the dark sky

that needs to be blown away

and I want to know why

the wind is soothing tonight

and I don't know why

there are rough lonely edges

from the day's bitter lie

the wind needs to smooth those edges

and I think I do know why

the wind is me tonight

and I think the wind needs to cry

as I dance among the stars tonight

the bells of a lonely clock cry

and as I turn to whip the leaves around

the lonely ringing dies



Carrie Cann
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Sasha Levine

Fugue

Everything's a blur I never see,

The gray in me has leaked out,

I hardly know what to think.

I'm numb, I swear, but I twitch and freeze,

And a hundred years pass in a moment,

And I look with a ten-yard stare

At whatever trivial thing is supposed to be transpiring.

Whatever trivial, human, soul-bearing. Screaming in Whispers thing.

And I can't help but think, "What marksmanship, what a damn lucky shot.

And I know I should feel guilty, but I don't, can't, won't, I'm NOT -

My sentences come without commas
When they do come

At all.

And there's nowhere to fall when you're already kissing the ground.
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Meredith Rucker

Peace
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Meredith Richel

Tale for a Shy Child

In the fairy tales I loved as a child, bravery was simple - the courage

to open a door to the strange noise outside, the daring to ride a mount up a hill

of glass to sweep a golden apple off the lap of a princess. Bravery was putting

on a suit of armor and facing the world. When I was little, my armor was

made of a thin coat of tin, easily dented, particularly when it came to people.

A shy, serious girl in pigtails, I trailed through the halls ofmy elementary

school, not daring to look up at anyone, not daring to trust the contents of my
eyes to anyone else.

Children can smell fear, and it attracts them as surely as chocolate.

They descended like ravenous sharks, circling, poking, trying to get reaction,

trying to get me to speak, to look at them, to do anything but blush hotly

and pretend to be absorbed in something else. I did not understand their

intentions; I was frightened as they closed in around me, I felt claustrophobia

sink in as they crowded around'to tease. I did not understand that they

wanted me to laugh with them. Laughter was something I reserved for

friends and family, and in my eyes, these people did not have the patience to

earn my trust. Shortcuts would not work with me . . . although my grades

were excellent, I didn't let many people into my life. People were too

unpredictable, and even then I liked to maintain a state of balance, of control.

"Look up," my parents would say. "Look up as you walk down the

halls. If someone gives you a compliment, smile. If someone laughs when

you make a mistake, laugh with them. It's important to be able to laugh at

yourself."

To be able to laugh at myself was to be my armor, though to learn it

would be another matter entirely.

I tried to go about it simply. One day I locked myself into a

bathroom stall - a particular favorite place of mine to go when the world

outside became too difficult - and imagined my shyness as a delicate layer

of skin. I sought the edge of it, detached it from my head and face with

nimble fingers and peeled it away, pulling it off down my body in the hopes of

releasing a more outgoing, gregarious self beneath. Throwing it away, I was

determined that I would not put it back on for any purpose. It weighed me
down. It was only in my way. Resolved, I exited the room, leaving the skin

behind.

Of course it was in truth no easier than before to simply discard

years of downcast eyes. No easier to release thousands upon thousands of

unsaid words held caramelled, crystallized in the mouth. No easier to stride

up to other children on the playground as they shrieked and dangled from the
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monkey bars, asking to play with them. I remained the girl who liked to sit

against the brick wall where students would wait to return indoors, watching

others play or digging out a book so that I did not have to watch them laugh

and scream and chase one another through the gravel. Books were the proper

world - books did not require one to make conversation back. Whenever I

considered trying to join the teeming masses, the words to go about it would

not come to me, my brain blocking up and shutting down like a plugged pipe.

Words were not safe ... I'd learned from the beginning. Rather, they were the

means by which others could smell your fear.

The teachers despaired ofme as I sat against the wall, not joining

the others in their games and shrieks. Every now and then they would

attempt to win me over by sending envoys over to me, diplomats of

gregarious children whom they believed could talk me into the world of the

living.

"Hello," one of these envoys, always a girl, would say, drawing close

to me. "What's your name?"

"Meredith."

My voice was too quiet to hear, so she leaned further in, giving me
the hearing equivalent of a golf handicap. "What?"

"Meredith."

"Oh." As though this were some profound revelation. A long pause.

"You like to read?"

"Yes." I was a girl of many words.

"What's your favorite color?"

It began to feel like an interview by that point - an interview for "Be

my friend." "Pink."

"Oh ... I like blue." And with that, the envoy wandered off to more

talkative people.

That year, fifth grade, I won the prestigious "Quiet As a Mouse

Award" from a teacher who, well-meaning enough, was attempting not to

make anyone feel left out or slighted in the distribution of plaques of construc-

tion paper in primary colors with the student's picture affixed above their

won title. My friend won the "Bookworm Award" - a title that book-thirsty

me quite anxiously coveted. For some reason, being "quiet as a mouse" was

award worthy ... or perhaps, as I thought then, nothing else about me was

worthy of note. I threw it away as soon as I got home.

Middle school was better. Through careful experimentation I

managed to smile at a compliment, to laugh when I accidentally dropped my
books on the floor, though my face would still explode into a flush of bright

heat and my heart beat so loudly that I wondered if others around me could

hear it, listening in as one might to a radio. Were they laughing at me behind

those smiles? Difficult to be certain. As an actor on a stage, I felt as though
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I were being surveyed in an invisible spotlight, judged for a purpose I did

not yet understand. I forced myself to remain steady, clinging to my books,

armoring my chest with them against looks and judgment that I was sure were

there, ready to swallow me whole, closing in around me. I could not break, I

told myself. Not here, not with the progress I had made. Teachers had started

to notice me more, not necessarily for my quietness, for the void of stillness I

created at my desk, but for my mind. People began to tell me to shut up every

now and then - a typical middle school habit, not necessarily meant seriously.

"I won't shut up," I tossed back at them. "I've been quiet for nearly

five years; I'm going to talk if I want." Of course then I would blush, but it

was something...a minor conquest.

I will likely always be, to some degree, shy. Even when I started

college, I felt old habits press in around me, the fear of their return forcing me
to look up when I longed to look down, forcing me to knock on the doors of

my hallmates and introduce myself rather than hiding in the comer with my
computer for company. In classes I will always be one who loves to listen-

not that I am afraid to talk anymore, but because I love to watch the interplay

of ideas. I love to see people debate, play tennis matches back and forth,

silently rooting for both sides to speak their minds, even if I do not agree with

their opinions. There is a part of me that is hungry for words, starved, and

I gobble them down quickly so that they may not be wasted on the open air.

When you are quiet, I've discovered, more reserved than most people, what

you have to say next becomes of some importance...words are spared for the

important moments, turned over in the mind and thought out. Some people are

able to blurt out anything on their minds. I, as of yet, cannot, and I don't see it

happening. Or at least I hope it doesn't; it would quite embarrass me to hear a

stranger pop out ofmy mouth.

To this day I am patient with shy people. I try not to expect too

much too soon, try to wait for the moments when they look up and give them

a smile. Through patience I attained the trust of one ofmy closest friends to

date, one so shy that she used to do nothing but nod or shake her head. Now
she continually surprises me with her creativity and ingenuity of tongue, her

unique slant on the world cultivated from years of silent observation.

It is all right with me if shy people's words are still trapped within

them; I know that with time and patience, they will speak. At the time that

they first choose to open their mouths, I will listen with great interest to their

words, for to risk anything, to dare to speak, they must have something quite

important to say that I must hear. Words are, in my opinion, like fine wines;

they get better with time. Their statements must be worth my interest and at-

tentiveness, for the shy have been shut inside their own minds too long...

they need someone to listen.
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Cynthia Atkins

The Night Before the Morning After
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Colleen Karaffa

The End ofA Day

Clouds spat rain in thick drops against my building. Droplets slid

down window panes, down gutters, down bricks, down siding, and rushed into

the road. They dislodged oils, ashes, sand, salt, and decay from wells in the

pavement and cracks in the sidewalk, unleashing a strange, thick, sour smell

into the air. Low clouds seeped into the ground about the buildings, slipping

into sewers, sliding into basements, and knocking on doors with moist, heavy

fingers.

I was calm as a stone when I arrived at my salon that day. As I pre-

pared the shop, the sound of the rain was like marbles dropping on wood. It

was a cleansing, a loosening, a running sound behind me while I worked to fill

the foot baths with water and wipe down the mirrors once more.

The delicately carved clock on the wall chimed 8 a.m. Hands on my
hips, I glanced at the roses on the windowsills. Each voluminous crimson

flower head hung gently from its thin stem, sending a faint scent into the air.

Strings of white bulbs sent bursts of light across the rafters and around the

beams coming up from the floor. My cashier counter, brand new and studded

with small clear fishbowl vases of floating zinnias, looked ready to be put to

use. The bells hanging from the doorknob were tied securely. I opened and

closed the door several times, not being able to help a smile. I wiped down the

inside of the glass door for the second time that morning.

My quaint, pale blue building at 42 12 Main Street had a face. The

windows were positioned oddly low on the second story with a circular one

almost at its floor. From the outside, this appeared like a nose. The rose red

awning flapped like moving lips as it took up the breeze softly.

"This building's got lots of character." Fred, the barber who worked

the upstairs and owned the building, told me about it as I was searching for a

place to rent.

"I'll take it." I said, and felt as though I'd adopted a child. I named
the salon Rosa s, after my grandmother. I always thought if I'd had a daugh-

ter, that's what I'd name her.

On this, my opening morning, I turned about the room running my
fingers over the raw, rough beams. I flicked the lights off for a moment to feel

the darkness and rain, and then flicked them on again. The white lights drew

the room together in a dim, rustic atmosphere. Three sleek, black salon chairs

stood like servants along the left side of the wall. They were mounted on

platforms that Todd had been reluctant to build for me. Maybe building them

would show me that though our conversations had been disagreeable, though
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we'd been avoiding time alone together, I had not escaped his desires. On the

right I hung an enormous antique mirror I'd found at an auction. A rusty gold

encrusted the outer edges of the massive oval glass piece. Todd had helped me

mount it just in front of the nail station, a single salon chair on another plat-

form. I had spread a red and gold oriental rug across the floor and decorated

the comers of the room with indoor palms and hanging flowers. It didn't look

like an ordinary salon, I thought. It was more like a living space.

I sat down in one of the chairs, waiting for nine o'clock; the narrow-

ing minutes were beginning to excite the butterflies in my stomach and take

hold of the muscles under my right shoulder blade. The chair swallowed me
as I shut my eyes and envisioned the day that would start in moments. I sorted

through photographed dreams of my first customers, my first lunch break, my
first closing time. Then I saw Todd's face at the end of the day. I took a deep

breath of air. He would pick me up, I thought, and maybe we wouldn't say

anything. Or maybe I'd ask about his day at the marina. He might answer.

He might not. The latter was my greatest fear of all. I rose from the chair,

shaking off the thought.

A picture of us on our wedding day sat flat near the cash register. I

hadn't set it up because it didn't seem to look right anywhere on the coun-

tertop. My hands traced the edges of the frame. We 've come a long way, I

thought. We 're much changed.

The picture showed only our faces with toothy smiles, our noses

almost about to touch. Putting the picture in my purse, I turned away from

Todd's eyes, which were filled with a childlike happiness. Their vibrant green

didn't evoke memories of the forest or green hills in which we used to hike

through on the weekends. We used to live in a rented cabin in Montana, sepa-

rate from the world. Todd's father used to tease that I'd married the family

delinquent, the only son of his that hadn't pursued a career in medicine or law,

but had hiked off to the mountains to do field work. However, I sensed that

Todd was his father's favorite. He was the one who stayed vigilantly by his

father's bedside during his heart attack recovery. He, of all the four boys, was

the one to see that his father's appointments were kept, that his fi^it trees were

pruned, that his car was waxed, that his lawn was cut. Todd's job offer located

us in Montana just after our wedding, where we settled at the cabin. There,

Todd was just as devoted to me as he was to his father, and I to him.

We'd only been married three years before Todd inherited Chin-

coteague Bay Marina. One evening, just after we had returned from a long

walk in the woods, the phone rang.

"The end came swiftly," said Jack, the youngest of the brothers. "No

one could have seen it coming."

Our lives were yanked up, lifted, and dropped on the island. Instant-

ly, we became owners of the largest marina in Chincoteague, as well as
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several hotels. Todd didn't have much to do besides watch our bank account

swell and make the daily rounds to check on the hotels. Suddenly we had

time and money, and not a clue about what to do with it. For the first few

months, things didn't seem much different then they had been in Montana,

save the change in scenery. We took walks along the bayside coast, boat

outings to Assateague, and picnics in the beach grass. I don't think Todd lost

his appreciation for these things entirely, but before long I found him talking

of his new friends as if they'd adopted him. Their upper-crust lifestyles

came over his mind like the fog sometimes does on the bay. Golf, parties,

boats, and bars replaced our tranquil evenings by the fire. Finance, company

meetings, and employees replaced dinner conversations. I found I hadn't

much to say on these subjects. Once I asked if I could have a job. Todd said

no.

"We have money now," he said. "You are not going to work. I'll

give you an allowance." And he did. The less I saw him, because he was

on the golf course or managing the business or out boating, the greater my
allowance grew. The more gray and dull his eyes became, the more I found

myself receiving chocolates and party dresses and flowers. We moved to a

larger house on the island, which soon seemed to be overflowing with rich

excesses, satin drapes and chandeliers and paintings. I was expected to throw

parties for Todd's friends, organize catered lunches for golfing tournaments,

appear at company socials, keep the house ready to entertain. When I

complained of being lonely, I received a puppy; of being ignored, I got a cell

phone; of being trapped, a new car. Sometimes I tried to reftise the gifts, but

when I did so, Todd's face would grow so long, I thought he might cry. I

pitied him as much as I regretted the changes; I loved him as much as I knew
we were growing distant.

"Honey, you need to get yourself an occupation or a hobby or

something," my friend Lila said to me one day over lunch. She and I had met

at one of our husbands' golfing tournaments.

"Todd won't have it. He wants me to be home to manage the

house." I imitated his tone in a low, mocking voice. However, I could not

help dwelling on the thought as I tended the house, shopped for groceries, or

looked after the garden. Long walks in the afternoons began consuming my
time. I took these walks at night as well. The darkness settled in my mind as

I reminisced of days in Montana when I had a job at a beauty supply store and

ran a simple house. I began contriving the plan for my salon.

Closing the gate of the walk after Todd took his leave in the

mornings became the most difficult part ofmy day. The dropping latch

would click in the dewy air and seal me inside. When the sight of the fence

seemed to squeeze my sides, I resolved to begin saving my increasing

allowance for a change. I called my mother for extra financial support and

together we set up the entire project ofmy salon. I was going to put it to
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Todd frankly since we weren't in the habit of long conversations anymore. "I

am going to work," I told him. "I'm starting a business, a nail salon. Here's

the paperwork."

At first there was silence, and then he found his words. "Do 1 not

keep you well? Are you not satisfied?" He was beginning to redden and his

eyes grew wide like someone under attack.

"That's just it, Todd," I demanded. "I don't want to be kept, or

shown off at parties, or paraded on outings. I've decided I'm going to do this.

It's not for the money."

The days before the opening we didn't speak much. He didn't argue

with me about it anymore after the day I told him. We both retreated into our

private thoughts.

I put the advertisement in the Chincoteague Beacon and on the radio:

For refreshing professionalpampering ofyourfeet and hands

visit Rosa s Beauty Salon in the old art the day ofthe grand

opening, June 17th.

I was excited about my first day of business, but not uneasy. A
calmness came with the rain that morning. I was glad to have the rain with

me. The old clock finally chimed nine a.m., and then accompanied me in

silence. I sat for my first hour of business without a single customer. Then

they began to come.

First was Lila, who'd promised to make an appearance on my first

day.

"Can you believe this rain?!" she said, shaking her red umbrella to

the side. "I'm sorry it looks so grim for your first day of business." Lila made

herself easily at home, as she did anywhere, and sat in the first chair without

being told. She slipped off her rose-red shoes and placed them casually to the

side.

"I'm not put out by the rain," I told her. "This morning it's been

almost nice in a way, except for the strange smell. The air smells like wet

dust." The water started to bubble in the foot bath as I turned the switch.

Lavender salts saturated the air with scent.

"I guess the boys will have to miss their golfing tournament today."

I began drying Lila's feet, and as I was about to ask if she wanted a full

pedicure, two more women came in from the rain, collapsing their umbrellas

and looking around. They had the most pleasant appearances I think I'd ever

seen. They were naturally made up, yet still stylish, and were friendly. We
made small talk for the minutes that I worked on their hands and feet, and they

promised to return. This was hopeful, I thought. But after the two women. 1

had no customers until two empty hours later.
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A heavy-set, Hispanic woman entered the salon. I ushered her to

a seat. Her breath came quickly and she was first stiff in the chair before

relaxing with one large exhalation.

"Bless you, child," she said, sinking her feet into the water. "I've

been in the orchard every day and my feet are sore."

Removing her shoes, 1 saw her feet were red and blistered. The nails

were long andyellowed. Some were brown beneath. I decided I would be

better off not asking if she would like me to massage them when she said,

^"Three weeks I have been waiting for this free massage and soak. It is very

generous of you to offer such a thing."

On my knees I picked up her feet, lined with deep cracks and

splotched with welts. Gently I worked the soft tissue in silence and sprinkled

more lavender in the water. The scent, or the look in the woman's eyes, or the

rain, which had now softened, stole my voice from me. I caught the air in my
lungs, but found I was unable to shape it into words. Yet the woman didn't

seem to be interested in conversation. She began humming a tune and then

quietly singing the words in Spanish. I worked her feet to the rhythm of her

song. Her voice was melodic and mesmerizing, and I wanted to do more for

her.

"Would you like a ftiU pedicure, ma'am? Song for a polish?"

"I wouldn't ask that of you," she said. "It's clearing up outside and

they'll want us to be in the orchards now. Bless your heart, nifia."

Sun broke the clouds outside and shot off the vases in the

windowsills. I wandered to the window and watched people and cars go by

slowly until I heard the door bells jingling. Three Hispanic women stepped

into the salon, all reminding me much of the first woman who had sung to me.

No sooner had I sat them down when three more entered.

"'Hola, chical" Like a reunion of old friends, they all greeted each

other and embraced. They were dressed as if they had come straight from the

orchard. I guessed this was their lunch break. I sat the first three down and

began working on their feet. One of the women had feet that resembled the

lady who had sung to me. My stomach turned when a rank smell hit my
nose, and my hands worked over her calluses. But the lavender was strong,

and I spread it liberally over the waters. The dissolving salts and oils melted

away the bitter scent. My hands shuddered to touch the feet, yet when I

looked up at her face, which was happy despite the lines of wear, and the

reluctance left my fingers. Soon more and more women came until a line

formed at the door. I poured my energy into their painful feet, but I couldn't

keep up with the customers. It seemed like all of Chincoteague's migrant

workers were gathering in on my doorstep. Not all had feet in the poor

condition of the first few I'd seen, yet all of them were tired from work in the

sun. Standing up from the sixth customer, I saw that even men had lined up

outside and were waiting. I felt my stomach sink with fright. Excusing
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myself for a moment I brought the phone into the bathroom to call Todd.

"Can you come down to the salon?" I asked.

"This is a bad time," I heard him say. "I've got some people here..."

his excuse trailed off.

"Todd," my voice shook through the phone. I pronounced the words

with earnest as I sank to the wood of the steps, one hand holding a handful of

hair from my face. "Please, come. I need you. I need your help." Tears

gathered in my eyes as I waited for his reply.

"OK, I'm coming," he said finally.

Just please come quickly." I hung up the phone and returned to the

room full of customers.

"What in heaven's name is going on here?" Todd said as I met him

at the back door a few minutes later. "What are we going to do with all these

people, Maggie!? Look, you only have three chairs, and that line is almost in

the street! Look at them! Some of them probably haven't bathed in a week!"

"Give me that apron," I directed. Todd shook his head as he fastened

it sharply around my waist. Then I fastened one for him. I put a bandana

around my brown locks, now frizzing with perspiration, and took up the

towels.

"Now what?!" He crossed his arms and scowled.

"We'll let them come. We'll get our hands into it. It may take all

day, Todd, but I promised the people I would do this. Come on. I'll show you

how."

The next person in line was an old man. His body was bent and

crooked, lined and scarred, grayed and thin from years of wear and journey. I

led him over the nearest seat and helped him remove his shoes. After I failed

in my attempt to make conversation with the man, one of the others in line

explained that he didn't speak English.

"Take off the other shoe, Todd," I told him as I submerged the aged

foot in lavender water.

"Rub arch of his foot this way." I showed him the proper way to

knead the flesh and then placed the foot in his palm.

"When you're done, take the other foot out of the water and massage

it next."

I watched Todd work. He was stiff and unwilling. His hands were

tough on the old man's feet. Yet, as he served more people, there was a

change. Looking over, I noticed him refastening the apron around his waist,

balancing on his knees, dipping feet in and out of water, and massaging their

toughened flesh. He had a rhythm going. And this is what we did all day.

We washed and massaged feet until the people were served. We worked

together, we worked all day. After a while I didn't notice the cuts on their

bruised arches, their yellowed nails, or their cracked heels. I looked up and
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saw their eyes, some closed and some open, but all deeply grateful. I know
Todd saw it too, because he would glance at me from time to time and smile.

We struggled that evening, cleaning the water baths and chairs. We
trembled, wiping down the windows and sanitizing the sinks. We yawned

while sweeping the wood floor. We were bent with exhaustion.

With a shaking hand, I flipped the light switch before locking the

door to leave. I stood and faced Todd in the dark. Only we will know how
many words passed between the palms of our wrinkled hands when we held

them out to each other, grasped them together, and remembered to go home.
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Brienna McLaughlin

rll Buy You in Every Color

Soft and luscious creature

swallowing my foot,

"Does it taste delicious?" I am curious.

"Sweet, I imagine, and squishy?"

You dangle like a damsel in distress.

"It's not your turn to die," I mock

with wiggling toes,

but you don't understand my humor.

No, you think I'm not so funny.

You are delicate,

with a fiir-lined stomach,

and I am indigestible.

Sexy, exquisite thing,

I see that heat becomes you,

"Will you toast my tootsies

when it's winter weather?"

You sprout hair around your small mouth,

kiss my ankle,

and puke me back

gracefully.

"Tastes like chicken,"

I think you say,

"But I'm a vegetarian."

You, with flushed satin skin and a skid-free bottom,

so sensual and sensitive.

Make me hot and elegant,

I'll buy you,

in every color.
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Karli Sakas

Florida Self
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Angelica Guarino

Diary Entry ofan Okie Girl

There wasn't really anything there anyways. There was sometimes the way

the sky would be shockingly blue and come right down to meet the fields - the

gold-yellow and green fields that the family and the neighbors were really proud

of - or the way the ground smelled after the rain but hell that hasn't happened

in forever and now we're all leaving and going who knows where in this stupid

car down an unfriendly road and the dust is choking me even though everyone

else is asleep or at least being still. It's hot all the time and when we pull up to

some place to stop that looks just the same as the last place we stopped at hours

ago weeks ago except maybe filthier or sometimes with a new coat of paint

but the cleaner ones are worse because the owners look at you even worse like

maybe the dust from the road that's all over you will get all over them and their

precious building that you're buying things from anyways so you'd think they

could at least not look at you like that. So you leave as fast as you can, back

squishing in crowding in and it's so claustrophobic in that stupid car with ev-

eryone and everything hanging off it that we could fit not that there was a whole

lot worth bringing in the first place and not really anything that's in good shape

but it was ours and we're stuck with it forever or at least 'til we can't stand it

anymore. And we look so obvious and stick out like a bruised fingernail and I

can't escape this image that every single man woman person every animal every

"Okie" gets fit into and I used to be pretty they used to tell me so anyhow but I

gave up trying just awhile ago 'cause it's not worth it and everything's dead so

why does it matter 'cause who really looks at you anyways there always looking

through you and I don't think it'll ever be different until I can leave and escape

and we're all gone but by then it'll be too late, 'cause they'll always have this

image of you, you know?
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Briana Beckham

Gates ofHome

I counted my steps

from the school to my home,

faces staring God, let it end

kicking the trash a few feet in front,

kicking it again to do the same.

Black men yelling, women glaring,

children wondering, who is this white girl?

Does she have money? Does she have money?

Passing the bus stop,

I'm halfway there.

The children from school

who see me everyday

don't stare as hard, but

smile looking down.

They race ahead, laugh with excitement.

Just a few more steps

from my gate to my bed

where I lay and sigh.

Fan blows across my face;

the heat is intense,

but I'm adjusting.

I sit up and look in my mirror,

keep looking, hoping

to see a different room behind me,

keep looking at the same room with steel bars,

cream walls with cracks in them,

flowered curtains that don't match,

flowered bedspread I don't use.

It's too hot to cover up.

Keep looking, hoping to see a different scene.

When is dinner?

Food won't let me down.

That macaroni and cheese and jerk fish

covered with Olive's special sauce.

We used to sit around the table,

eat like a Jamaican family.

Olive started leaving out the food,
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eating without us, so now
it's every woman for herself,

eating on trays in the Uving room,

watching the Superstation,

ignoring each other, focused on the Uves

of people we want to be.

Eating alone.

A roach runs across the floor;

it's the size ofmy big toe.

I advance towards it like

it had murdered my mother,

crush my foot against the cold tile.

It scurries away; the TV plays on.

The streets are too dangerous,

sundown - you're in for the night.

Bolt the gates, hear the mosquitoes.

Spray on OFF before bed.

Feel your skin stick to the sheets.

The orange glow from the mosquito coil

lights my room, lifts a familiar smell

comforting in a small way.

I calm down to the lullaby

rhythm of reggae down the street.

Day begins again.

No, that wasn 't a dream, andyes, you are still here.

You are still here andyou still don 't belong.

I eat and leave the gates of home,

walking towards the day,

greeted with more reminders

ofmy place,

ofmy white face.
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Victoria Rangel

I Could Tell You About Home

about the magnolia blossoms

after the smooth ivory petals fall so gracefully to the dirt,

leaving a brown cone filled with red wax seeds.

the only leaves that change in the fall are on the birch trees,

bright yellow

against peeling white bark and sometimes gray sky

and the distant smell of smoke.

The persimmon trees get so full of orange fruit

that most of it splatters to the ground in spectacular slimy pulp.

In March the wind is cold and strong,

blowing off snow-covered mountains

that encircle us so impressively.

You lean against the wind.

It holds you.

I could tell you about the time

it seemed the whole world was on fire,

and black and gray ash rained down
fi^om clouds of smoke that held the heat

in a blanket over us.

And in the spring where I live,

the world is wet and dripping and so clean,

reflected in puddles

collected from the pureness that drips down
from white and pink blossoms.

The sun shines,

making black roads turn crystal.

I could tell you.

I could tell you about the way the ground feels cool

underneath the shadow of camphor trees

that scatter the familiar concrete drive

with rolling black berries and small crunchy sticks.

And the Santa Ana winds

that blew my hair on my birthday

when I was young.



I was wearing a cotton dress

with strawberries and green leaves,

looking toward mountains I could not see for haze,

but I knew they were there.

I sucked in the dry air with all ofmy breath.

I could tell you about the rich scent of orange blossoms,

how if I step outside in June

I am overcome

by the jasmine that reaches around the wall.

About the sweet, rotting smell of fallen peaches

as the sun bakes them right on the ground.

About the way the dry bark of the eucalyptus trees

peels into elegant curls

and sways with the narrow slivers of light leaves.

A row of crepe myrtle trees line the dusty drive

and make a soft and familiar carpet of pink.

In August it is too hot to move.

The smell of earth

through open windows at night is what makes us sleep.

I could tell you about home.

It's in my blood now,

just as I can look at my hands and see my mother.

We breathed it in

the same way we breathed in each other and slept.
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Julie Drake

Still Life, Untitled
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Mercy Nuesca

The New York Deli in Richmond^ VA

I think the Deh guy is checking me out. But I'm not sure. This

doesn't happen to me often.

Not wanting to jinx it, I do what I think everyone else does and play

it cool and act like it's no big deal, like I encounter the opposite sex everyday

at the all-women's college that I attend three hours away, like I don't give a

damn that a guy—that is not a professor or already some girl's boyfi-iend—is

looking and smiling at me for the first time in months.

I lied. This never happens to me.

I have come to Richmond, Virginia, for the French Film Festival

accompanied by the ten other girls that make up Sweet Briar's French Club.

Le Club Francais. The festival is being held at the Byrd Theatre, another one

of those old classic landmarks that have risen from the ashes of abandonment

and foreclosure, like a phoenix, glorious in its newly renovated, reincarnated

form. The festival brings out a crowd and I'm surprised so many people

watch French films; or that people still like French-anything these days. I'm

a fan of French New Wave. I absolutely love Jean-Luc Godard's A Bout de

Soujfle {Breathless), and passionately despise Francois Truffaut's Jules et Jim.

Jules and Jim are idiots, weak idiots, and Catherine is a salope, pardon my
French.

Despite getting lost (four times) we are early and have enough time

to get some dinner. Anne-Laure, the French exchange student, wants us all to

stay together, but two girls decide that the food options on this part of Cary

St. lack the class that they so obviously carry in their Vera Bradley bags, and

separate from the group. My friend Lorelei and I decide to head back up the

street to check out a deli we had passed.

She and I have decided to make a statement by eating at a local

establishment and not one of those big corporation fast food joints, like

Subway, which, she informs me, is the largestfood chain in the world, even

larger than McDonalds. If there was a Subway on this street I would go

in. I have not had a Subway sandwich in months and I've got a jones for a

foot long turkey with bacon on white. Everything except tomatoes, onions,

cucumbers and jalapenos, please. But I don't tell her this. Instead, I tell her,

not so loud, when she says that this place doesn t look so bad and asks if I

want to go in, not noticing the two guys standing in front of the deli, one of

whom wears a white apron.

We laugh. She blushes while I smile in amusement. Walking into

the New York Deli I feel like I'm actually in New York, giggling like a little
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school girl, giddy with the excitement of being in a new place. The guy with

the apron walks in after us. He looks to be around our age and I think, yeah,

he's a New Yorker. It's something about the way he walks, like he always

knows where he's going. Or the way he wears his apron like it's a duty to

his family. For some reason I've got the notion that only New Yorkers work

in delis. I'm almost expecting to hear a New York accent when he asks, "Do

you want to see a menu?" Lorelei doesn't hear him and when she searches the

wall for a menu, I turn to him and he hands me one.

The comer of his mouth sort of lifts and he seems to be smiling at

me. It is not the ftall smile where one bares one's soul as one bares one's teeth.

It is the smile one saves for strangers, close-mouthed and unsure of itself, yet

a smile nonetheless. One smile. I thank him and smile in return.

Lorelei orders a grilled sandwich with fries, and I do the same. And
when he asks each of us what kind of bread and cheese we'd like, I have

enough time to think of an answer. When it comes to my turn I say, "Cheddar

on white." I feel empowered and confident, having not stumbled on my
words, which I'm prone to do in front of guys. He seems to smile again. Two
smiles!

I notice something in his eyes when he looks at me, a slight glint of

interest, not the glazed-over gaze of a fast-food worker who is just helping

another customer. Combine this look with his slight smile and they tell me
that he's shy, like me, afraid to break his reserved facade. For a second I let

myself entertain the idea that he's checking me out. But then I remember

how I'm dressed—blue jeans, black Chuck Taylor high-tops, a collared shirt

with poofy sleeves and a black tie, a black cardigan, and lime green plastic

glasses—and I figure that with my luck he probably thinks I'm gay, or at least

gender confused. I had gotten looks earlier that evening, and out of habit just

assumed that it was because I'm brown. Lorelei later points out that it might

be my glasses and clothing, which she describes as Funky, with a capital

F and a drawn out y. It's my idea of dressing up, but I look like a Catholic

schoolboy. It's funny that a tie on a girl still confiises people these days; so

much for Marlene Dietrich, Katharine Hepburn, and Annie Hall.

I remember that the young children my mother works with in Sunday

school are very much conftased by my clothing style. One little girl with silver

teeth, and flowers on her dress and sandals asks me why I wear a tie when I'm

not a boy. And for some reason, because I want to sounds stupid so I smile

and tell her to listen to the teacher. The next Sunday when she approaches me
I feel like I have to defend my fashion choice to her, and so proceed to ask her

a series of questions about why she wears dresses and sandals, why she wears

her hair in a ponytail and not down, and why she always asks me the same

question every week.

Do I want to replace the fries with chips, as well? "Umm . .
."

I say, instinctively looking above his head at the wall as if I were in line at
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Taco Bell or Jack in the Box searching the glowing billboard of fast food like

one searches the sky for God, except I'm in a deli and God isn't up on the wall

and neither is the menu. It's a simple question. Yet, here I am, writhing in

indecision, exposing my handicap with each passing second. I nearly gasped

out loud when Lorelei asked him to do it for her, afraid that in her confidence

she had broken some consumer-establishment agreement by asking to replace

their fries with a bag of packaged chips. It never occurs to me to bargain the

packaging ofmy food. Can I have onion rings instead of fries? Can I have

Cheddar cheese instead ofAmerican? Can I just have your bread? I'll buy

the hamburger from next door and the cheese from across the street. It would

just be simpler to stick to the predetermined food package. This is why I love

Subway; you decide everything and you never feel like you're offending any-

one. And there's always a sense of security when you stick to your "usual"

order.

"Umm ..." I repeat looking towards Lorelei, hoping she'll help me,

but she's occupied by the large array of chips on the rack at the other side of

the deU. I shift my weight and bite the right comer ofmy bottom lip. My
eyes dart around and we catch eyes and he curls his mouth for me. Three!

I laugh nervously and smile back. He has curly brown hair and I have the

sudden urge to reach over the counter and run my fingers through it.

"Um, I'll take the chips . . . I've already had fries today." I hate it

when strangers share insignificant personal details about themselves, such as

what they ate today or how long it took them to get here. It's something my
mother does.

He asks me something and I fumble for an answer because I was too

busy staring to hear the question. "What size drink do you want?" he repeats.

I know that one. "Regular."

We pay for our food, and I nonchalantly tell him to put Lorelei's soda

on my tab, since he has forgotten to charge her for her drink. Could he have

forgotten because of wo/? "The very thought of you and I forget to do those

little ordinary things that everyone ought to do." Yeah, Mercy, because you're

the kind of gal to make a guy forget. "I'm living in a kind of daydream, I'm

happy as a queen. And foolish though it may seem, to me it's everything." I

laugh at myself. He says he'll bring our sandwiches to us ifwe want to sit

outside. Lorelei agrees; it is nice out. I want to stand here for awhile and just

soak up the presence of testosterone.

She says something ftmny, and she and I laugh. It occurs to me
that if the Deli guy were really checking someone out it'd be her. She has

nice blond hair, blue eyes, fiiU pink lips, and porcelain like skin. She's taller

and her breasts and behind are bigger. Lorelei is everything that I have not

brought myself to be: a vegetarian, animal rights activist, political activist,

environmental activist, feminist, socially conscious, blond. She tells me she

has bad luck with guys. I have no luck.
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I recall shopping with my younger sister at Pricebuster one Sunday

afternoon last year during Christmas Break. I had been too lazy to change

out oif my church clothes and so was dressed much as 1 was that evening in

Richmond. I wore my black Chuck Taylor oxfords, a khaki skirt, a light-blue

collared short sleeve shirt that I stole, no, borrowed and just kept, from my
younger brother, and a blue tie. I thought one of the workers was checking me
out, but then he approached me and asked what my friend's name was. I told

him that she was my sister, and that I wasn't going to be sharing her name.

My younger sister doesn't understand why older guys keep hitting

on her. I tell her it's her hair. She has long, dark, wavy hair like lava flowing

from the top of her head, down her back, and spilling onto her behind. I have

short, straight hair. Her friends tease her ""Pele, " the Hawaiian Goddess of

Fire whose image can sometimes be seen in the lava flows of Mauna Loa,

dangerously tantalizing. It frustrates her to have these guys check her out.

She is often frustrated. I am never frustrated.

Lorelei doesn't mention anything. No conspiratorial: hey, check it

out; I think he likes you. So maybe it is nothing and he is just being nice. I'm

a paying customer buying a smile from the guy behind the counter. But then

he looks straight at me when he comes out to deliver our sandwiches. And he

does that thing with his mouth again, that slight upturn of the edges, making

it a total of four. Who wastes four smiles on a complete stranger? Unless . . .

unless what? Maybe Lorelei just didn't notice it, like she didn't notice the two

guys standing in front of the deli, or that I stopped listening to her speak and

began to stare intently behind her when the Deli guy came out for a smoke.

Why come out for a smoke now? Weren't you outside when we first came?

You weren't smoking then.

The sun begins to set as we eat our sandwiches and I think of our

car ride over, and Lorelei telling me that she has been here before and that it

is dangerous downtown. And I can sense in the way the other girls cling to

each other (power in numbers) and the stereotypes that have come with the

darkness. They look at every dark shape, lone shape, pack of shapes with a

wary eye. I want to laugh, cry "injustice," but don't. It is better to stereotype

people and be alive than be trusting and dead.

I am in my element on the urban streets of Richmond, here among
my kin, bom into the same life of labor and bills, labor and bills, among
society's lower class, as those two classy girls would say. The faces of the

lost—buried under months of dirt—and their shopping carts full of treasure,

abandoned furniture, and futures on street comers, the smell of next week's

trash mixed with morning dew, the sound of domestic fights, gunshots,

screeching cars, sirens, the awareness of passersby who proceed with caution

as they drive through in their locked cars—this is all familiar to me, as

familiar as ramen noodles, and as oddly comforting. It's familiar, unlike the

Deli guy with his quasi-smile.
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The writer Richard Rodriguez was once told he was "too

circumspect," too cautious, carefully considering all circumstances and

possible consequences—as Merriam-Webster's dictionary would define

his life—before deciding not to act, not to Live. But whereas Rodriguez's

reserved response is rooted in too much thought, too much knowledge, my
reservations are a result of too little knowledge, too little experience. I am not

the seasoned senior citizen, wizened and wise, sitting alone on a park bench. I

am inexperienced. Untried. Unversed. Young.

Sitting at a sidewalk table outside a deli, the smell of cigarette smoke

hanging in the air, I feel like I'm in a French film, except everyone around me
is speaking English. Parlez-vousfrancais? I watch as the Deli guy brings his

cigarette in and out of his mouth while he stares intently into the busy one-

way street. I wonder what he is thinking about, and if I am it. I think that I

should do something, should act on an impulse for once; be un-Mercy like and

approach the guy, ask him his name, give him my number. He stands alone

among the crowds on this darkening street and somehow I feel responsible.

He should not be alone. I should not be alone. Shall we be alone together?

Maybe I should've taken up smoking. That way I would've had a

reason to approach him. I'd walk confidently up to him and ask to bum a

cigarette and light. And when he'd hold out the flame I'd help him to steady

it, placing my fingers around his wrist, maybe even keeping them there for

a second or two longer than needed. After that I'd strike up a conversation

in between clouds of smoke. But then I don't like smoke and he soon walks

back into the deli and out ofmy sight.

If I choose to follow in the steps of Rodriguez, then I will remain

seated and save myself from possible disappointment, embarrassment,

heartbreak, second-hand smoke. If instead I choose to bum up my old self

at the end of a lit cigarette and rise like a phoenix, my new self-confident

feathers a-fluttering, then . . . then what? If I get up from my seat right now

and walk back into the deli will I find love, friendship, happiness? Shall I

Live as Rodriguez fails to do?

I am young and, therefore, should be courageous. But I am not.

I take Rodriguez's lead, finish my sandwich and head to the theatre, surrepti-

tiously peeking into the deli for one last look. An image of the Deli guy

standing there with his curly hair and his smile runs through my head as I sit

in the dark theatre. The place is filled, but in the dark one feels alone.
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Camilla Russell

Untitled
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Camilla Russell

T.S. Dunn and I

I.

Once you asked me on the clay edge of a famished river, "Can your mouth taste

a beggar's dust-beaten tears, as he fingers carmine bills within his soldering

flesh?"

I am sorry that I could not answer you, distracted by the whirr of mosquitoes

tickling my ears; my five-year-old hands greased brown with Thai soil and the

remnants of sugared peanuts leftover from lunch.

Beneath the green shade of grandmother's paisley umbrella you asked again,

"Can you grasp the turquoise strands of the sea with the tips ofyour fingers fi'om

the mouths of gaping fish?"

I was silent beneath your steel rimmed glasses, snapping chopsticks together,

listening to the calm click-clack of their spines in the summer heat.

The last time we met you held my hands, sticky from mango juice and melted

crayons. Looking up at the cigar gripped tightly in your lips, I wanted to brush

away the grass stains on your shirt, comb the cowlick that straggled in the

breeze.

You knelt down and said, "Let me tell you of the steam rising like silver ribbons

from grandmother's curry noodles. How spices float as bubbles upon sizzling

basil, and like the fire ants roaming under the curves of bronzed feet, they will

strike and bite your tongue when your heart grows wary beneath a laughing

moon."

n.

I remember your crouched body shriveled with sweat

Lying on the white emergency sheets.

The mauve walls scratched gray by the sullen, scrubbed moon
Smooth as the flesh across a man's spine.

Swollen veins disguise your dwarfed skeleton into cells

Stretched taut against elasticized muscle.

Your lips caressed moist from chemo suck in the stale air

That crackles with the electricity of drying tears.
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Julia Lockwood

Daniel
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Brienna McLaughlin

Passion

It comes with morning

when I feel

moist lips against my neck,

when I breathe your warmth,

and barely touch your thigh

with my fingertips.

Fine hairs tingle

with the fi-iction of our skin;

your heartbeat pulses

down my spine.

We speak it softly

in our sleep,

my head against your arm,

your hand around my waist.

Letters on my wall

remind me when I wake

that I'm not dreaming.

It comes in moments

when I miss you most,

when your phone card dies,

and I need to talk.

It comes

as if our conversations started

before we ever met,

and will continue

without words

or tongues to speak them.

I become it

in knowing you,

and come to know myself,

as something strong.

It is the scent of sweat,

mixed with vanilla
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and a spice whose name I have forgotten,

but taste on your cheek and chest.

I feel it when I undress

and you touch me
with your eyes.

I rub milk-lotion down my legs

and wear you for the night.
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Kimberlv Gibson

Untitled
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Anne-Marie Walsh

^'Standing Woman" at the Hirshhorn
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Betty Skeen

Daphne

Toes...

Now underground veins searching for the nurturing father,

These hard tentacles reach to some memory of a past hfe.

She would embrace him for this painful but promised blessing,

Were it not that such a hold would take so many seasons.

Hair...

Untamed, wind-driven spirals,

Suddenly fixed in this olive mold.

In past times, combed by careful hands.

Now, by the tidying beaks of birds.

Skin...

White flash of her porcelain skin,

A still-fading terror in the minds of once-hunted beasts.

Now, even these cautious, glassy-eyed folk

Find protection in her altered flesh.

Here she sits...

Trunk turned to trunk, limbs to limbs.

Lust, the catalyst behind such mutations.

Happily bound in wooden security.

She will only be kissed by the wind.
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Ebony Scurry

Honeysuckle and Berries

She is soft

Like the petals of a rose

She is fresh Hke the fields

On a spring at noon

She is smart, nice and lovely

I want to pet her

Her locks of hair play tag

With the creamy gentleness of her shoulders

I want to breathe her

I want to affect her

Because she is soft like me
And smells of honeysuckle and berries

If she would only rest on a silky bed of flowers

Smile brightly and talk nonsense

It would make the loveliest picture

For my heart, forever

This unborn scene, this aromatic notion

Makes me want to breathe her

I want to impress her

Because she is soft like me
And smells of honeysuckle and berries
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Leia Manuel

Late Appreciation

The light is seeping in,

the sky a chalkdust pink,

the fanned treetops an etching

in copperplate and ink.

The pines are wire brushes

fuzzed in midnight green;

the silent mouths of archways

exhale across the scene.

Aged bricks and mottled shingles

with red sunlight are flushed,

and even from your chair

seem close enough to touch.

You wish you'd sooner lifted

your rapt gaze from your books

and seen with full awareness

the blaze at which you looked:

the amber that glints green

in warm and hazy weather,

the contours of the hills

that rise and fall together,

the fires in the valley

that singe the twisting bramble

and prickle nose and throat

like snuffed out birthday candles;

or heard the trembling notes

as crisp as ocean air

in riffs that undulate

like waves or raven hair.

Why this close to leaving

do you grow wise to my charms?
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You've grabbed hold just in time

for Time

to pry me from your arms.
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